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The answer is option 2: that day she underwent hip surgery 
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THE ANSWER 

Option 2: hip surgery 
 

Note that in her natal Chart, Jupiter  as Ruler of the 6th House of illness is afflicting the 

9th House. As significator of hips Jupiter is in a bad condition, thus indicating that 

problems concerning her hips are likely to be expected in her life. 
 

Jupiter, natural significator of hips and classic Ruler of the House, which governs hips is 

opposite Mars = surgery Jupiter trine the Asc. and Mars sextile the Asc. 

Floating Mc in the 8th House of surgery trine the Moon, Ruler of the 1st House of health 

with a larger orb: Saturn classic Ruler of the 8th House trine the Sun and square the 

Moon, Ruler of the 1st AH House 

Uranus, Ruler of the 8th trine the Moon: she underwent surgery. 

 

 

          

8 Astrologers participated in the Test. 5 Astrologers found the correct answer. Below 

follow their answer in order of receipt. 

 

 

 

o Susanne Tietgens (Germany) 

      uses the AH Chart Technique 

 

     The body of the native are the Ascendant and the Sun. The hip is Jupiter. 

     There are many indications of hip problems and a surgery: 

 

• Sun in fall of Jupiter inconjunct Venus in the 6th house (Venus in Capricorn in 

exaltation of Mars) 

• Asc trine Jupiter, Asc. sextile Mars, Mars opposition Jupiter 

• Floating MC in Jupiter‘s domicile in the 8th House (surgery) 

• Asc Cancer, Ruler Moon in Scorpio (ruler Mars) 

 

Biwheel 

• Mars-Jupiter opposition on the health axis 6/12 
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o Serge Boissinot (France) 

uses Luna Quotidian Chart 

 

 

     In the Lunar Quotidian Chart on September 30th 2003 at UT 11H36 for the birth   

     Place: 

 

 The Moon Ruler the 8th  House (surgery) is on the Asc. (physical integrity) square   

 Jupiter (general hip signifier) ruling the ASC. 

 

    The native underwent hip surgery 

 

 Mars, Ruler the 12th House (hospital) opposite Jupiter (the native) meaning that 

the native is in the hospital. 

 

 

 

o Pierre le Gal (France) 

uses Vedic astrology, Lahiri ayanamsa and KP system 

The running period for the event is : Saturn, Ketu 

Saturn rules the subs of the 6th  and 8th  House. It is placed in 8th  and in a star of the 

Sun. The Sun is in a star of Mars, the ruler of the 8th  House. A significator of 8, 

connected to the 6 and Mars, gives surgery.  

Venus rules the 9th House, therefore the hips. Venus is placed in a star of Saturn. 

Jupiter, the general significator, is in a sub of Saturn. The malefic Ketu, Lord of the 

sub-period, is in star of Jupiter. 
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o Auror Paquet (France) 

uses classic Solar Return 

 

 

The year 2002 covers the event of September 30, 2003. 

We have a Solar Eclipse on May 31, 2003 at 9 ° 20 f Gemini in 8th House opposite to 

Venus almuten of 1 and 5and ruler of 8. 

 

As a Ruler of the Asc. Venus tells us about her health. Venus is in Sagittarius 

Peregrine is weak, its dispositor Jupiter is in exile in Sagittarius, in the 9th House (the 

9th House, Sagittarius Ruler of the hips), tends to weaken the organs it governs. 

 

In her Natal Chart the azimene part 2 ° 15 of Sagittarius conjunction Venus , Ruler  

of the Asc.  and Jupiter its dispositor in exile. (Jupiter rules the hips). 

 

Venus receives a trine from Mars in 6th  

Rulers of time for the year 2002 

 

Jupiter divider place of division 2 ° 10 Sagittarius participating Saturn. The azimene 

part is joint instead of the division. In natal Jupiter is in Almuten Exile of 3rd  and 6th 

square to the Moon, Asc. aspect, Saturn the participant is in 8. In Solar Return 

Jupiter in triplicity and decan is in 12th Almuten of 5, 8 and 12 square partile to 

Venus. Show that in the end the things Jupiter signifies will turn out well. 

 

Participating Saturn aspects the ruler of Asc of Solar Return. Mars is Ruler of the 

year. The Asc. Profected in Scorpio receives a sextile from the Moon and an 

opposition from Saturn in the Natal Chart. Mars in Natal Chart trines Venus Ruler  

of the Asc. The ASP in Scorpio in Solar Return we find there Venus Ruler of 3rd in 

square partile to Jupiter in 12 and a trine of the Moon Ruler of 12. Mars MA is 

master of 6 in exile square Saturn. The azimene part in Solar Return at 23 ° 37 Taurus 

in opposition to ASP, Venus its dispositor receiving an aspect of Jupiter in 12 Ruler 

of 8 and of the Moon in 8 Ruler of the 12th . I deduce that she underwent an 

operation. Asc. progressed for September 30, 2003 11 ° 48 Leo approaches Jupiter in 

12. 
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o S.L.Narasimhan (India) 

Khullar Cuspal Interlinks using SSL 

 

Given birth time 07 39  is rectified to 07 37 32 as per this method.  

 Dasa running on the day of event was Sat- Ke-Ra-Ve-Ve.    

All these Planets very well connects 1-8-12-9(Hip).  SSLs  of Asc, 8th  and 9th  cusps 

well connects 1-8-9-12  to ascertain that the native has energy content to undergo 

surgery in hip.    

 

Transit 

On the day of event Sun transits  in Mercury sign and Moon Star.   Mercury and 

Moon are siginificators of 1-8-9-12.  Moon transits in Saturn Star and  Saturn is not 

only Dasa Lord but also 1-8-9-12 Significator.  Moreover,. Moon star Saturn on the 

day of event was  star lord of 8th SSL Venus.  Jupiter transit  in Sun Sign and Venus 

star on the day confirm the same. 

 

Virtual Transit 

Progressed Asc SSL is again Saturn which connects 1/8/9/12 in the Natal 

Chart.  Moon's Star  SL and SSL in the progressed chart are perfect Significator of 1-

8-12-9 which doubly confirms hip surgery. 

 

 
 

o Chiarastella Ghersani  (Italy) 

uses the AH technique 

 

 Moon and Pluto in Scorpio square  Saturn in Aquarius 

 Uranus in Cancer opposite Venus in Capricorn (in the 12th  and 6th  House = 

health axis)  square Mars in Virgo (refinements)  

 

 

---  

 

 

Thank you all for your great contributions! A new Test will be posted to the website 

round and about February 1st . 

 

I wish you all the best and a good health for 2021! 


